
What is claimed is:

1. A CTI server comprising

receiving means for Receiving a call from a telephone

terminal; and

analysis means for analyzing condition for the call from

the telephone terminal to generate a parameter which represents

a presumed psychological sta

terminal

.

2. A CTI server according

te of a customer using the telephone

;o claim 1, further comprising:

icon creating means for creating an icon to visually

display the presumed psycho

basis of the parameter; an

icon display control means for displaying the presumed

psychological state of the

logical state of the customer on a

customer by using the icon,

to claim 1, further comprising:

for creating an advice on a basis

properly dealing with the customer;

3. A CTI server according

advice creating means

of the parameter to indicate

and

advice display control means for displaying the advice

4. A CTI server according to claim 1, further comprising:

callback instructing means for analyzing a neglect data

to indicate that the telephone terminal is to be called in a

case that a number of incoming calls or a number of times that

the call has been neglected in the neglect data for the call

from the telephone terminal is equal to or more than a

predetermined value, the neglect data being obtained when the

call from the telephone terminal has been neglected and being

information which represents; the condition for the call from

the telephone terminal.
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5. A CTI server according to cla im 1, wherein the analysis means

by using at least incoming call

analyses the condition for the call from the telephone terminal

data obtained when the call from

the telephone terminal has arrived, dealing data on dealing with

the call from the telephone t

transfer of the call from the te

is information which represents

the telephone terminal.

^rminal, and transfer data on

lephone terminal, each of which

the condition for the call from

6. A CTI server according to clc

generates a first and second

being based on information dir

state of the customer concern

im 1, wherein the analysis means

arameters, the first parameter

:ctly related to a psychological

ling the call from the telephone

terminal, and the second parameter being based on other

information not directly relajc ed to the psychological state of

the customer.
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7. A CTI server according to claim 6, further comprising:

icon creating means for creating an icon to visually

display the presumed psychological state of the customer on a

basis of the parameter; and

' icon display control mleans for displaying the presumed

psychological state of the /customer by using the icon,

wherein the icon creati'ng means creates a first and second

icons on a basis of the first and second parameters respectively,

and
|wherein the icon display control means displays the first

and second icons.

8 . A CTI server according to claim 1, wherein the analysis means

creates information whichj represents condition for the call

from the telephone terminal concurrently with ringing of the

call and while the call is being dealt with.
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9. A computer-readable pr,

program recorded therein

wherein the recordi

therein, the program caus

execute

:

a process of receivi

and

a process of analyz:

telephone terminal to gen£

a presumed psychological s

terminal

.

ogram recording medium having a

for implementing a CTI,

medium has the program recorded

ing a computer as the CTI server to

:ig a call from a telephone terminal;

ng condition for the call from the

rate parameters which represents of

ate of a customer using the telephone


